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DETAILED ACTION

Response to Arguments

1. Applicant's arguments with respect to claims 1-2,6-8,11-37,41, 44-61,63-81 have

been considered but are moot in view of the new ground(s) of rejection.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 102

2. The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of 35 U.S.C. 102 that

form the basis for the rejections under this section made in this Office action:

A person shall be entitled to a patent unless -

(e) the invention was described in (1) an application for patent, published under section 122(b), by another filed

in the United States before the invention by the applicant for patent or (2) a patent granted on an application for

patent by another filed in the United States before the invention by the applicant for patent, except that an
international application filed under the treaty defined in section 351(a) shall have the effects for purposes of.

this subsection of an application filed in the United States only if the international application designated the

United States and was published under Article 21(2) of such treaty in the English language.

3. Claims 71-72 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(e) as being anticipated by Boyer

(US 6,268,849).

Regarding claim 71, Boyer discloses main facility 10 and web server 55 in figure

1 for providing

program information to user in reflecting to user selection. The server provides program

information based on geographic location and time inputted by user. The requested

information such as "early, morning, mid-day, afternoon, prime time, late nite" is
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displayed on the screen in reflect to user selection (see figure 9). Inherently, Boyer

teaches a server configured to: receive a request for content from a requestor;

determine a response to the request that is customized based on a local day-part of the

requestor associated with the request, wherein a first response determined to a first

request associated with a first day part (morning) differs from a second response

determined to a second request associated with a second day part (mid day) that differs

from the first day part; and provide the response to the requestor.

Regarding claim 72, Boyer teaches the local day part corresponds to a local time

of day (see figure 9).

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

4. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set

forth in section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and
the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the

invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains.

Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the invention was made.

5. Claims 1-2, 6-8, 11-23, 26-30, 34-37, 41, 44, 56, 59-61, 64-67 are rejected under

35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Legall et al. (US 6,005,565), and in view of

Alten etal.(US 5,635,978).
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Regarding claim 1, Legall discloses a method of receiving content from Internet,

cable broadcast, satellite broadcast, and presenting content on display 120, the method

comprising: entering text string into a window on the display 205 and performing the

search; receiving the search results which includes information for generation electronic

program guide; presenting electronic program guide and data from other resources on

display 205 (see col. 3, line 57-col. 4, line 15 and figures 3A-3C). Inherently, the method

comprising determining a local context for a viewer of a web-based TV system, wherein

the local context reads on the local time of the EPG; customizing a content page based

on the determined local context; and presenting the customized content page to the

viewer. However, Legall does not specifically disclose local context corresponds to a

local day-part appropriate for determined geographic location at the time of

presentation; and customizing the content page comprises adjusting a look and feel of

the content page comprises specifying one or more background colors for the content

page.

Alten teaches local context corresponds to a local day-part appropriate for

determined geographic location at the time of presentation; and customizing the content

page comprises adjusting a look and feel of the content page comprises specifying one

or more background colors for the content page (see col. 6, line 7+, col. 1 1 , line 30).

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the

invention was made to modify Legall to incorporate the feature as taught by Alten in

order to provide user desired information thereby allow user selects program easily.
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Regarding claim 2, Alten teaches the local day part corresponds to a local time of

day (see figures 5B-5C and col. 1 1 , line 30+).

Regarding claim 6, Legal discloses the "web-based TV" comprises a "set top

device" 100 at local site and a host system (Internet provider or broadcast station) at a

remote site, wherein web page is stored at the local site (see figure 1 and figure 3A and

col. 2, lines 25- 37).

Regarding claim 7, Legal discloses the "web-based TV" comprises a "set top

device" 100 at local site and a host system (Internet provider or broadcast station) at a

remote site, wherein determining a local context comprises accessing information

stored at the remote site (see figure 1 and figure 3A).

Regarding claim 8, Legal discloses the content page comprises text, graphics,

utilities and/or a display of a TV program (see figures 3A-3B).

Regarding claim 1 1 , Alten teaches adjusting a look and feel of the content page

comprises specifying a thematic element associated with the determined local context

(see coL 11, line 30).
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Regarding claim 12, Legall discloses adjusting a look and feel of the content

page comprises modifying a viewer interface for the content page (see col. 4, lines 49-

65).

Regarding claim 13, Legall discloses customizing the content page comprises

changing content in the page (see col. 4, lines 49-65).

Regarding claim 14, Legall discloses changing content comprises changing text

on the content page (see col. 4, lines 49-65).

Regarding claim 15, Legall discloses selecting a particular broadcast to view

gives displaying of a website related to the particular broadcast (see col. 5, lines 1-21 ).

As a result, the advertisements change.

Regarding claim 16, Legall discloses selecting a particular broadcast to view

gives displaying of a website related to the particular broadcast (see col. 5, lines 1-21).

As a result, the news changes.

Regarding claim 17, Legall discloses changing content comprises modifying the

content page to provide access to one or more utilities (see col. 4, lines 49-65 and

figure 3A-3B).
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Regarding claim 18, Legall discloses customizing the content page comprises

providing access to a communications utility (see col. 4, lines 49-65).

Regarding claim 19, Legall discloses modifying the content page comprises

changing source, rate, time, length, etc. (see figure 3B). Inherently, modifying the

content page comprises changing one or more functionalities made available by the

content page.

Regarding claim 20, Legall discloses modifying the content page comprises

changing source, link (see col. 4, line 49-col. 5, line 65). Inherently, modifying the

content page comprises changing links made available by the content page, the links

providing access to associated resources.

Regarding claim 21, Legal discloses the "web-based TV" comprises a "set top

device" 100 at local site and a host system (Internet provider or broadcast station) at a

remote site(see figure 1 and figure 3A). Legall further discloses "set top device" receives

the web page and EPG information and stores in the local site for future use (see

figures 3A-3B and col. 2, lines 25- 37).

Regarding claim 22, Legall discloses retrieving stored web page or electronic

program guide at the local site (see col. 2, lines 28-37 and col. 3, line 31-55). Legall

further discloses upon selection of a particular broadcast to view, a background search
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can automatically be initiated using all or some of the parameters of the program

element information provided with the program (see col. 5, lines 1-22). Therefore, Legall

inherently discloses customizing the content page comprises retrieving a first portion of

context-related information (web page or EPG) from the local site and a second portion

of context related information (particular broadcast and web site) from the remote site.

Regarding claim 23, Legall discloses retrieving stored web page or electronic

program guide at the local site (see col. 2, lines 28-37 and col. 3, line 31-55). Legall

further discloses upon selection of a particular broadcast to view, a background search

can automatically be initiated using all or some of the parameters of the program

element information provided with the program (see col. 5, lines 1-22). Inherently, Legall

discloses the first portion of context-related information (web page or EPG) corresponds

to a look and feel of the content page and the second portion of the context-related

information (web site or particular broadcast) corresponds to content of the content

page.

Regarding claim 26, Legall discloses a complete search query can be provided in

association with a broadcast. That is, a string of keywords combined with operators can

be included in the EPG associated with a broadcast, included in the vertical blank

interval of a broadcast signal itself (see col. 5, lines 33-42). Inherently, Legall discloses

customizing the content page comprises receiving context-related information in a

vertical blanking interval of a TV signal.
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Regarding claim 27, Alten teaches receiving context related information using

satellite communications (see figure 1).

Regarding claim 28, Legall discloses presenting the customized content page to

the viewer comprises displaying a window on the viewer's display monitor (see figure

3A).

Regarding claim 29, Legall discloses presenting the customized content page

comprises presenting TV-based content or computer network based content or a

combination of both (see figures 3A-3B).

Regarding claim 30, Legall discloses a method of presenting electronic content in a

computer-network based environment including a host computer (Internet provider or

broadcast station) and local computer (receiver station) by entering text string into a

window on the web page or selecting a previous stored web page; selecting the source,

rate, time, length, etc; retrieving information from host computer based on the entered

information and transferring the retrieved information to the receiver; receiving the

search results from receiver and generating electronic program guide based on the

information provided by the host computer and presenting electronic program guide and

other information on the display (see figures 3A-3B). Inherently, the method comprising

determining a local context (time of the EPG) for a user of the computer network;
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selectively retrieving from the host computer, based on the information entered in the

web page, context-related information associated with the determined local context; and

customizing the content page by generating an electronic program guide and web page

based on the retrieved context-related information. However, Legall does not

specifically disclose local context corresponds to a local day-part appropriate for

determined geographic location at the time of presentation; and customizing the content

page comprises adjusting a look and feel of the content page comprises specifying one

or more background colors for the content page.

Alten teaches local context corresponds to a local day-part appropriate for

determined geographic location at the time of presentation; and customizing the content

page comprises adjusting a look and feel of the content page comprises specifying one

or more background colors for the content page (see col. 6, line 7+, col. 1 1 , line 30).

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the

invention was made to modify Legall to incorporate the feature as taught by Alten in

order to provide user desired information thereby allow user selects program easily.

Regarding claim 34, Legall discloses local computer can access to the Internet

and broadcast station (see figure 1). Inherently, the computer network based

environment comprises a web based TV system.
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Regarding claim 35, Legall discloses the local computer comprises processor

system 100 reads on the set top device being claimed (see figure 1); The system 100

has access to the Internet through Internet access 100, and also can access previously

accessed and stored web pages (see col. 2, lines 25-37). Inherently, the host computer

comprises a host system at a remote site, and wherein determining the local context

comprises accessing information stored at the local site.

Regarding claim 36, Legall discloses the local computer comprises processor

system 100 reads on the set top device being claimed (see figure 1); The system 100

has access to the Internet through Internet access 100, and also can access previously

accessed and stored web pages (see col. 2, lines 25-37). Inherently, the host computer

comprises a host system at a remote site, and wherein determining the local context

comprises accessing information stored at the remote site.

Regarding claim 37, Alten teaches the local context corresponds to a local time

of day (see figures 5B-5C).

Regarding claim 41, Legal discloses the content page comprises text, graphics,

utilities and/or a display of a TV program (see figures 3A-3B).
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Regarding claim 44, Alten teaches adjusting a look and feel of the content page

comprises specifying a thematic element associated with the determined local content

(see figures 5B-5C and col. 1 1 , line 30).

Regarding claim 45, Legall discloses adjusting a look and feel of the content

page comprises modifying a viewer interface for the content page (see col. 4, lines 49-

65).

Regarding claim 46, Legall discloses customizing the content page comprises

changing content in the page (see col. 4, lines 49-65).

Regarding claim 47, Legall discloses changing content comprises changing text

on the content page (see col. 4, lines 49-65).

Regarding claim 48, Legall discloses selecting a particular broadcast to view

gives displaying of a website related to the particular broadcast (see col. 5, lines 1-21).

As a result, the advertisements change.

Regarding claim 49, Legall discloses selecting a particular broadcast to view

gives displaying of a website related to the particular broadcast (see col. 5, lines 1-21 ).

As a result, the news changes.
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Regarding claim 50, Legall discloses changing content comprises modifying the

content page to provide access to one or more utilities (see col. 4, lines 49-65 and

figure 3A-3B).

Regarding claim 51 ,
Legall discloses customizing the content page comprises

providing access to a communications utility (see col. 4, lines 49-65).

Regarding claim 52, Legall discloses modifying the content page comprises

changing source, rate, time, length, etc. (see figure 3B). Inherently, modifying the

content page comprises changing one or more functionalities made available by the

content page.

Regarding claim 53, Legall discloses modifying the content page comprises

changing source, link (see col. 4, line 49-col. 5, line 65). Inherently, modifying the

content page comprises changing links made available by the content page, the links

providing access to associated resources.

Regarding claim 54, Legal discloses the "web-based TV" comprises a "set top

device" 100 at local site and a host system (Internet provider or broadcast station) at a

remote site(see figure 1 and figure 3A). Legall further discloses "set top device" receives

the web page and EPG information and stores in the local site for future use (see

figures 3A-3B and col. 2, lines 25- 37).
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Regarding claim 55, Legall discloses retrieving stored web page or electronic

program guide at the local site (see col. 2, lines 28-37 and col. 3, line 31-55). Legall

further discloses upon selection of a particular broadcast to view, a background search

can automatically be initiated using all or some of the parameters of the program

element information provided with the program (see col. 5, lines 1-22). Therefore, Legall

inherently discloses customizing the content page comprises retrieving a first portion of

context-related information (web page or EPG) from the local site and a second portion

of context related information (particular broadcast and web site) from the remote site.

Regarding claim 56, Legall discloses retrieving stored web page or electronic

program guide at the local site (see col. 2, lines 28-37 and col. 3, line 31-55). Legall

further discloses upon selection of a particular broadcast to view, a background search

can automatically be initiated using all or some of the parameters of the program

element information provided with the program (see col. 5, lines 1-22). Inherently, Legall

discloses the first portion of context-related information (web page or EPG) corresponds

to a look and feel of the content page and the second portion of the context-related

information (web site or particular broadcast) corresponds to content of the content

page.

Regarding claim 59, Legall discloses a complete search query can be provided in

association with a broadcast. That is, a string of keywords combined with operators can
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be included in the EPG associated with a broadcast, included in the vertical blank

interval of a broadcast signal itself (see col. 5, lines 33-42). Inherently, Legall discloses

customizing the content page comprises receiving context-related information in a

vertical blanking interval of a TV signal.

Regarding claim 60, Legal discloses receiving information via satellite broadcast

308 (see figure 3A). Inherently, customizing the content page comprises receiving

context related information using satellite communications.

Regarding claim 61, Legall discloses presenting the customized content page to

the viewer comprises displaying a window on the viewer's display monitor (see figure

3A).

Regarding claim 64, the claim elements of the system being claimed correspond

to the claim elements of the method being claimed in claim 1 and are analyzed as

discussed with respect to the rejection of claim 1 . It is necessary to incorporate software

instructions in the "set top device" in order to perform the operations automatically.

Regarding claim 65, Legall discloses the system further comprising a display

monitor 120, coupled to processor 100, on which the customized content page is

presented to the viewer (see figures 1 and 3A-3B).
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Regarding claim 66, Legall discloses the system comprising receiver 105 for

receiving satellite transmissions of broadcast and programming information through

antenna 106; and the system 100 further has access to the Internet through Internet

access 100 (see figure 1 and col. 2, lines 16-30). Therefore, receiver 105 reads on the

TV receiver and Internet access 110 reads on the network adapter.

Regarding claim 67, Legall discloses a system capable to access to TV

broadcast station and Internet based on user input (see figure 4). Inherently, the

processor system 100 comprises instructions to selectively receive context information

through the network adapter or through the TV tuner.

6. Claims 24-25, 31-33 and 57-58 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being

unpatentable over Legall et al. (US 6,005,565) in view of Alten et al. (US 5,635,978) as

applied to claim 1 or claim 30 above, and in view of Ballard (US 6,182,050).

Regarding claim 24, Legall in view of Alten discloses a method as discussed in

the rejection of claim 23. However, neither Legall nor Alten explicitly disclose

determining whether the set top device is actively connected to the host computer.

Ballard discloses if requested while off-line then the web page is immediately

displayed if a copy is stored on the end user computer. Otherwise, the end user
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computer establishes an on-line connection to retrieve the web page (see col. 10, lines

10-25). Inherently, Ballard discloses determining whether the "set top device" is actively

connected to the host computer. Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of

ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to modify Legall and Alten to

incorporate a method as taught by Ballard in order to indicate link status to user thereby

increase efficiency while using the system.

Regarding claim 25, Ballard discloses if requested while off-line then the web

page is immediately displayed if a copy is stored on the end user computer. Otherwise,

the end user computer establishes an on-line connection to retrieve the web page (see

col. 10, lines 10-25). Necessarily, customizing the content page comprises retrieving

context-related information (i) from the remote site if the set top device is determined to

be actively connected to the host system (ii) from the local site if the set top device is

determined not to be actively connected to the host system.

Regarding claim 31 ,
Legall in view of Alten discloses a method as discussed in

the rejection of claim 30. However, neither Legall nor Alten explicitly disclose selective

retrieval of context-related information from the host computer or from the local

computer depends on whether the local computer presently is in communication with

the host computer.
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Ballard discloses if requested while off-line then the web page is immediately

displayed if a copy is stored on the end user computer. Otherwise, the end user

computer establishes an on-line connection to retrieve the web page (see col. 10, lines

10-25). Inherently, selective retrieval of context-related information from the host

computer or from the local computer depends on whether the local computer presently

is in communication with the host computer. Therefore, it would have been obvious to

one or ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to modify Legall and

Alten to incorporate a method as taught by Ballard in order to give flexibility in

information retrieving.

Regarding claim 32, the claim elements correspond to the claim elements of

claim 24 and are analyzed as discussed in the rejection of claim 24.

Regarding claim 33, the claim elements correspond to the claim elements of

claim 25and are analyzed as discussed in the rejection of claim 25.

Regarding claim 57, the claim elements correspond to the claim elements of

claim 24 and are analyzed as discussed in the rejection of claim 24.

Regarding claim 58, the claim elements correspond to the claim elements of

claim 25 and are analyzed as discussed in the rejection of claim 25.
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7. Claims 63 and 69 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable

over Ballard (US 6,182,050) in view of Legall et al. (US 6,005,565) and further in view of

Alten et al. (US 5,635,978).

Regarding claim 63, Ballard discloses a method comprising:

determining a local context for the user (see col. 2, lines 34-65); Ballard further

discloses if requested while off-line then the web page is immediately displayed if a

copy is stored on the end user computer. Otherwise, the end user computer establishes

an on-line connection to retrieve the web page (see col. 10, lines 10-25). Inherently, the

method comprising detecting that a user of the user computer has requested access to

a content page; determining whether the user is logged in to the host computer;

retrieving context-specific information associated with the determined local context, the

information being retrieved (i) from the remote site if the set top device is determined to

be logged in to the host system (ii) from the local site if the set top device is determined

not to be logged in to the host system. However, Ballard does not explicitly disclose the

user computer is web-based TV system and customizing the content page based on the

retrieved context specific information and the local context corresponds to a local day-

part appropriate for determined geographic location at the time of presentation; and

customizing the content page comprises adjusting a look and feel of the content page

comprises specifying one or more background colors for the content page.
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Legall discloses the user processor system 100 can receives information from

television broadcaster and World Wide Web (see figure 1 ) and customizing the content

page based on the retrieved context specific information (see figures 3A-3B). Therefore,

it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention

was made to modify Ballard to incorporate a method as taught by Legall in order to

expand capabilities of the user computer. However, neither Legall nor Ballard

specifically disclose local context corresponds to a local day-part appropriate for

determined geographic location at the time of presentation; and customizing the content

page comprises adjusting a look and feel of the content page comprises specifying one

or more background colors for the content page.

Alten teaches local context corresponds to a local day-part appropriate for

determined geographic location at the time of presentation; and customizing the content

page comprises adjusting a look and feel of the content page comprises specifying one

or more background colors for the content page (see col. 6, line 7+, col. 1 1 , line 30).

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the

invention was made to modify Ballard and Legall to incorporate the feature as taught by

Alten in order to provide user desired information thereby allow user selects program

easily.

Regarding claim 69, the limitations of the claim are directed toward embody the

method of claim 63 in a "computer readable medium." It would have been obvious to
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one of ordinary skill in the art to embody the procedure of Ballard in view of Legall

discussed with respect to claim 63 in a "computer readable medium" in order that the

instructions could be automatically performed by a processor.

8. Claims 68, 70 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Legall et al. (US 6,005,565) in view of Alten et al. (US 5,635,978).

Regarding claim 68, Legall in view of Alten teaches a system as discussed in the

rejection of claim 68. Official Notice is taken that it would have been obvious to one of

ordinary skill in the art to incorporate instruction for set top device to receive context

information from TV tuner if the set top device is not actively logged in to the host

computer in order to give flexibility in information receiving.

Regarding claim 70, Legall in view of Alten teaches a method as discussed in the

rejection of claim 1 . Official Notice is taken that determining the geographic location of

the viewer by accessing user program information in a database and determining the

geographic location based on the user profile information is well known in the art.

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art to modify Legall

and Alten to incorporate a well-known technique in the art in order to provide content to

authorized user.
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9. Claims 73-81 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Boyer et al. (US 6,268,849), and in view of Alten et al. (US 5,635,978).

Regarding claim 73, Boyer teaches a server as discussed in the rejection of

claim 71. However, Boyer does not specifically disclose customizing a content page by

adjusting a look and feel of the content page to complement the local day part.

Alten teaches customizing a content page by adjusting a look and feel of the

content page to complement the local day part (see col. 6, line 7+ f col. 11, line 30).

Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the

invention was made to modify Boyer to incorporate the feature as taught by Alten in

order to allow viewer easily recognizes programs correspond to day part.

Regarding claim 74, Alten teaches adjusting the look and feel of the content page

comprises specifying one or more background colors for the content page (see col. 1 1

,

line 30+).

Regarding claim 75, Alten teaches adjusting the look and feel of the content page

comprises specifying a thematic element associated with the local day part (see col. 1 1

,

line 30+ and figures 5B-5C).
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Regarding claim 76, Boyer teaches modifying a viewer interface for the content

page (select different icons to display program guide correspond to the icon such as

morning, late night -see col. 7, lines 40+).

Regarding claim 77, Boyer teaches changing content in the page (changing

programs by selecting different icon in the page- see figure 8).

Regarding claim 78, Boyer teaches changing content comprises changing text

and/or graphics on the content page (see figure 8).

Regarding claim 79, Alten teaches changing text and/or graphic comprises

changing advertisements (promotional material- see col. 9, line 46+).

Regarding claim 80, Boyer teaches changing content comprises modifying the

content page to provide access to one or more utilities (see figure 10 and col. 10, line

25+).

Regarding claim 81 ,
Boyer teaches modifying the content page comprises

changing one or more functionalities made available by the content page (see col. 10,

line 25+).

Conclusion
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10. The prior art made of record and not relied upon is considered pertinent to

applicant's disclosure.

Knudson et al. (6,536,041) teaches program guide system with real time data

sources.

Knudson et al. (US 6,564,379) teaches program guide with flip and browse

advertisements.

10. Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Son P Huynh whose telephone number is 703-305-

1889. The examiner can normally be reached on 8:00-5:30.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's

supervisor, Andrew Faile can be reached on 703-305-4380. The fax phone numbers for

the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned are 703-872-9314 for

regular communications and 703-872-9314 for After Final communications.

Any inquiry of a general nature or relating to the status of this application or

proceeding should be directed to the customer service office whose telephone number

is 703-306-0377.

Son P. Huynh
May 19, 2003

VIVEK SRIVASTAVA
PATENT EXAMINER


